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Proactive approach - anticipating client’s needs

Provision of internationally recognized  standards in customer service

‘Hand-hold’ clients throughout the relo-process - from A-Z

Speak the same language as our clients [and their consultants]: Systems, reports, feed-back.

Constant performance evaluation / evolution is a key component of operating metric 
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•

•

•

•

Intermark Relocations: 
Our Values



Experience & In-Depth Knowledge of the Local Market

Reliable & Value-Adding Partnership

Consistency & High Level of Performance

Comprehensive Full-Range of Services

Wide Coverage: Russia

Competitive Pricing

Timely & Efficient Reporting and Tracking

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

What are you looking for 
in a DSP?



(495) 502-9553 

www.intermark.ru/relocation

MOSCOW CITY MAP
All streets, embassies and foreign schools

Experience & Knowledge 
of the Local Market

Established in 1993

One of first professional relocation consultancies in Russia

16 years of experience in relocation in Russia

We relocate over 30 families per month 

We handled “group move” relocations throughout Russia
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•
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Intermark Experience

Intermark Knowledge

Regular Intermark residential market reviews

Tracking and updating on immigration legislation

In-depth Practical Relocation guides

•

•

•



Reliable & Value-Adding 
Partnership

Intermark is the preferred supplier for major international relocation corporations

We are privileged to be a valued and well trusted partner of global companies 

operating on the local market

•

•



Consistency & High Level 
of Performance

CRM system designed specifically for tracking relo-services allows staged monitoring of all operations

Our trained and experienced staff ensure high level of service at every stage

Our senior management ‘baby-sits’ every relocation

We evaluate and re-evaluate our performance to continually strive for improvement

We document all work procedures and personalize them for each account 

•

•

•

•
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Comprehensive Range of Services

Immigration services

 – Employment [company] & Work [individual] permit

 – Regular consulting on immigration regulations

 – Visa Support. [Business & Work Visas]

Relocation Services

 – Pre-assignment Orientation 

 – Home Finding Programs

 – Settling-In - utilities, appliances etc 

 – Spousal Support

 – Schooling Assistance [where required] 

 – Departure Programs [deposits, terminations]

 – Lease Renewal Negotiations

Move Management

Any other service you will require us to provide
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•
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Office in Central Moscow

Representatives in key cities in Russia

Assisted in ‘group relocation’ to Samara, Sakhalin and Saint-Petersburg

Detailed City Relocation Guides: Moscow, Saint-Petersburg, Yekaterinburg, Sakhalin, Samara, 

Nizhniy Novgorod – more to come

•

•

•

•

Wide Coverage: Russia Reach



We offer the best value with excellent pricing.

We know companies face difficulties at this hard time 

in the world’s economy – we are mindful of that 

and reflect it in our pricing.

We understand how things work and are always 

flexible.

Ask us for RFP – and you won’t be able to resist!

•

•

•

•

We provide a single point of contact for all operations

We are committed to timely status reports

We prefer anticipating issues, rather dealing with 

them afterwards. 

Our automatic advanced ‘reminders’ system’ will not 

let us ‘forget’

We are always accessible, responsive and 

responsible. 

•

•

•

•

•

Timely & Effective ReportingCompetitive 

Pricing



How we operate

Country Manager

Quality Assurance and Control: 

feedback and evaluations

Operations overview

Service development and structure

•

•

•

Overviews consultants works: 

operations

Handles VIP relocations

Work-order recipient, operations 

manager; daily reporting

•

•

•

Handle relocation services;

Daily communication with 

customers

•

•

Head of Relocation Department

Senior Client Service Manager /

Operations Manager

Senior Consultants 

and Consultants 
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Our Clients’ Feedback

“I just want to thank both of you for the help you’ve provided Rick and I on finding a home and ensuring I’m able to 

arrive on Sunday. Your follow through has been excellent and has helped me tremendously. 

Margie Limpert, CEO, PepsiCo [VIP Relocation]

“The most important part is to that the Destination Service provider is pro-active, good listener and he/she is attentive 

to details of clients needs and is focused on exceeding expectations. I found all these essential elements in Intermark 

Relocation Services. Thank you”.

Ali Hussain, Plant Manager, Procter&Gambe [VIP Relocation]



Our Team

Maria Obodovskaya 

Senior Immigration Adviser with Intermark Relocations 

Maria joined Intermark in early 2008 and is responsible 

for overseeing all immigration-related cases and queries 

at Intermark. Prior to joining Intermark, Maria has served 

as Senior Lawyer for an international legal consulting 

company managing various cases. Graduated from 

Moscow State Academy of Law, specialized in 

immigration legislation and honestly enjoying the work 

she is doing now, Maria is best to ensure that immigration 

processes are timely and correct and is always there to 

find a creative and efficient solution (even with Russian 

immigration legislation!)

Irina Yakimenko

Head of Intermark Relocations 

Irina joined Intermark in 2006. In this role, Irina ensures provision of professional relocation 

and immigration services and efficiency of expatriate management. Irina also manages 

Intermark Relocations’ expansion into Russia and strives for constant diversification and 

evolution of our services. Born in Moscow, multi-lingual and having been expatriate herself, 

Irina knows what expatriate is going through and what it’s like to live in Moscow and move 

to Russia.

Evgenia Schramm 

Client Service Manager for Intermark Relocations 

Evgenia  joined Intermark in 2001 as relocation consultant 

and progressed into various roles. Evgenia’s responsibilities 

include work with international assignment consultants 

as well as with senior transferees themselves. Evgenia 

has extensive experience of over 8 years as relocation 

consultant and adviser in the world of residential market 

for expatriates. Being married for a long time to a foreigner 

and therefore knowing the expatriate life in Moscow as an 

insider, Evgenia is in the best position to ensure that every 

relocation goes smoothly and to provide the transferees 

with overall general and practical advice regarding day-to-

day life, children and schooling, night and active lifestyle. 
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